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SUMMARY

This paper aims to provide an overview of the field of 3D point cloud based spatio-temporal monitoring. The focus is on spatio-temporal monitoring of artificial and natural objects with the aid of 3D point clouds acquired by means of multi-sensor-systems (MSS) with a laser scanner as a main object capturing sensor.

First, we discuss the technical aspects of the MSS for 3D point cloud acquisition with respect to monitoring applications. In particular, the challenges and chances of the surface-based technique will be outlined. Second, we highlight some results of self-conducted experiments: We focus on the evaluation of an object’s abstraction for epochal comparison by means of area-based and shape-based approaches as well as on loading tests of a historic masonry arch bridge. The first showcase deals with the abstraction of natural objects by means of B-spline surfaces. For this purpose, 3D point clouds of plant leaves are investigated with the aim to obtain measures of interest like overall sizes and area. For the second showcase, we present results of the load-induced arch displacements on a bridge by means of 3D point clouds acquired by terrestrial laser scanning. In detail, we discuss different approaches for the deformation analysis based on the captured 3D point clouds, i.e., the multiscale model-to-model cloud comparison (M3C2) algorithm or a parametric procedure by means of B-spline approximation. We conclude our paper with some perspectives on the upcoming work plan of the IAG working group 4.1.3 in close cooperation with the FIG commission 6 to make significant contributions to the 3D point cloud based spatio-temporal monitoring of artificial and natural objects. The next steps will be the abstraction of natural soil erosion scenes to quantify volumes. Our take home for the reader is: we are open for your contributions and your participation in the working group and commission work. The authors are happy to hear from you!
MOTIVATION

This paper aims to pick up selected activities of the IAG working group (WG) 4.1.3 in the field of 3D point cloud based spatio-temporal monitoring of the period 2015 to 2019. In the past four years, the WG has focused on spatio-temporal monitoring of artificial and natural objects with the aid of 3D point clouds. Without loss of generality terrestrial laser scanners (TLS) are used to acquire the 3D point clouds. TLS has proven to be a suitable technique for spatio-temporal monitoring of artificial structures like bridges as well as of natural objects like plants, e.g., for phenotyping purposes. It allows the determination of object changes with high accuracy in the low millimeter level. In addition to a high spatial resolution, a high temporal resolution with up to 1 million points per second is possible. The main characteristic of the TLS is their surface-based data acquisition, resulting in a 3D point cloud with typically millions of 3D coordinates of individual points along with at least intensity information and optional color information.

In many monitoring applications, the TLS as the main object capturing sensor is embedded in a multi-sensor-system (MSS) for an efficient and effective data acquisition. Most likely, either the MSS or the object itself is in motion or in other words is characterized by a spatio-temporal behavior in terms of its location in 3D space. To consider the mandatory spatio-temporal behavior, usually referencing sensors with respect to a superior coordinate system and synchronization with respect to a proper time reference are used. It is noteworthy that there is no strict categorization for sensors to be either object capturing sensors or referencing ones. The TLS for example is a classical object-capturing sensor on the one hand. On the other hand, due to the high measurement frequency, it is possible to support, e.g., the referencing procedure of the MSS platform by making use of object information and knowledge about the environment, see e.g. (Bureick et al., 2019; Vogel et al, 2019).

The use of TLS in the scope of geodetic monitoring and geodetic deformation analysis in addition to the classical point-wise deformation analysis is a highly topical research field, e.g., (Wunderlich et al., 2016). There are solved questions and new challenges (Holst and Kuhlmann, 2016) which are mainly related to the surface-based data acquisition and the resulting high point density.

The outline of the paper is as follows: The Section 2 gives a brief overview of the several contributions in literature in the scope of monitoring with the aid of 3D point clouds acquired by TLS sensors. In Section 3, we will introduce basics about the approximation of 3D point clouds by means of B-spline surfaces. This section comes along with the first showcase dealing with the B-spline based approximation of plant leaves to quantify leaf areas. Section 4 introduces the second showcase presenting results of load-induced arch displacements on a bridge by means of 3D point clouds acquired by a TLS. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and provides a perspective to future work.
1. STATE OF THE ART

(Ohlmann-Lauber and Schäfer, 2011) propose an initial classification for analysis approaches for deformation modelling. The authors distinguish between methods utilizing the raw 3D point cloud (point- and point cloud-based strategies) and methods based on a modeled 3D point cloud (surface-, geometry- and parameter-based strategies) to obtain geometric object changes. One of the major challenges regarding the latter is the suitable modeling of the 3D point cloud to obtain object changes. (Neuner et al., 2016) give a detailed overview of modeling strategies for 3D point clouds.

In order to judge and interpret changes and differences in the context of a geodetic deformation analysis, the uncertainty budget of the sensor as well as the (geo-) referencing procedure and its uncertainty has to be taken into account. (Wujanz et al., 2017) propose an approach considering sensor uncertainties, in particular for the distance measurement. (Paffenholz, 2012) gives an overview of (geo-) referencing strategies as well as an efficient direct (geo-) referencing approach.

In the following, the spatio-temporal monitoring based on 3D point clouds is reviewed for selected applications mainly coming from the infrastructure-building sector, and, hence, with the focus lying on artificial measuring objects.

(Liebig et al., 2011) discuss a combined application for structural measurements and 3D point clouds acquired by means of TLS sensors with the aim to calibrate a numerical model for a highway bridge under different traffic conditions. In particular, 3D point clouds for a static load scenario as well as 2D profiles in driving direction under various speed scenarios are acquired. The authors report about the ability of a validation of their numerical model, here finite element model (FEM), with the 2D profiles of the TLS.

(Schill and Eichhorn, 2019) use 2D profiles of a TLS in order to monitor railway bridges. For two selected railway bridges, the authors demonstrate the benefits of applying the TLS technique to make use of the non-contact measurement technique with a high spatial and high temporal resolution. This allows for capturing temporally variable structural deformations more efficiently and in a much higher spatial resolution than typically used tactile sensors for the deformation monitoring of bridge structures.

(Truong-Hong and Lindenbergh, 2019) deal with deformation measurements of bridge structures due to increasing traffic load and aging structures by means of TLS. The authors introduce three approaches called point-to-surface (P2S), point-to-cell (P2C) and cell-to-cell (C2C) to measure the deformation of a structure using 3D point clouds. Furthermore, investigations about the impact of the selected reference surface or cell size to the achieved accuracy of deformation measurement are shown. As an example the authors present the task to measure the bridge’s vertical clearance.

(Eling, 2009) reports about the structural monitoring of dams using a TLS sensor. The author splits his methodology into three parts (1) the deformation analysis and definition of a geodetic datum, (2) the 3D point cloud geo-referencing and (3) the analysis of the 3D point cloud using a voxel model and local filtering. The advantage is seen in a detailed spatial resolution of the structure, here a dam in Lower Saxony, Germany, and in the automation of the analysis.
(Holst et al., 2015) introduce an approach for the area-based deformation analysis of a radio telescope’s main reflector using a TLS. The authors emphasize the need for an appropriate measurement concept and for pre-processing steps, e.g., data reduction, object segmentation and sensor calibration, when making use of TLS in applications for deformation analysis.

(Gojcic et al., 2019) focus on the challenge of point correspondences typically used in deformation analysis approaches, which do not expose the true 3D changes in non-deformed regions of the 3D point clouds. The authors propose an algorithm establishing point-wise correspondences in the feature space utilizing a neural network based approach, which is also able to handle outliers. Their proposed algorithm outperforms traditional approaches in terms of obtaining true 3D displacement vectors.

The approximation process of 3D point clouds describing a complex freeform shell by means of B-spline surfaces is the topic of (Schmitt et al., 2019). The authors point out the benefits of using 3D point clouds and their geometric approximation in the scope of the object’s shape verification and its structural analysis. Furthermore, the interfacing between B-spline surfaces and FEM analysis is addressed.

In addition to the above-mentioned artificial objects, there are specific applications and questions addressing natural objects and their spatio-temporal monitoring by means of 3D point clouds. For instance, the research field plant phenotyping is noteworthy: (Dupuis et al., 2016) use 3D point clouds with regard to the growth analysis of plants. The authors point out the challenges stemming from natural objects with their typically irregular shapes and propose the approximation by means of B-spline surfaces.

(Landmann et al., 2019) report about realistic digital models of blue mussel dropper lines obtained from 3D point clouds. Centred on the 3D point clouds, a suitable descriptor for the mass distribution over the surface is identified and 3D printed surrogates of the blue mussel are developed for further testing. They are evaluated regarding their fit to the original 3D point cloud data of the live blue mussels.

A general overview about methodologies and approaches to yield differences of 3D point clouds with the focus on its implementation in standard software can be found, e.g., in (Holst et al., 2017).

2. METHODOLOGY FOR 3D POINT CLOUD APPROXIMATION

2.1 B-spline surfaces

Free-form curves and surfaces have been used as part of a standard approximation method for 3D point clouds in many engineering disciplines in the past decade. Examples for geodetic applications can be found in (Koch, 2009; Harmening and Neuner, 2015; Bureick et al., 2016) who model captured 3D point clouds by means of B-splines and non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS). In addition, (Bureick et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2018) use B-splines for the monitoring of different structures, such as rails and arches. (Alkhatib et al., 2018) discuss a statistical evaluation of the B-spline-based approximation of 3D point clouds.

A B-spline surface of degree $p$ and $q$ is defined by:
According to the previous equation, a surface point $\hat{S}(u,v)$ is computed as the weighted average of the $(n_p+1) \times (m_p+1)$ control points $P_{ij}$ (Piegl and Tiller, 1997, p. 100). The corresponding weights are defined by the functional values of the B-spline basis functions $N_{i,p}(u)$ and $N_{j,q}(v)$, which can be recursively computed (Cox, 1972; Boor, 1972). Two knot vectors, one in direction of the surface parameter $u$ ($U = [u_0, ..., u_r]$) and one in direction of the surface parameter $v$ ($V = [v_0, ..., v_s]$), split the B-spline's domain into knot spans.

Usually, only the location of the control points is estimated in a linear Gauß-Markov model when estimating a best-fitting B-spline surface. The choice of the optimal number of control points $(n_p + 1)$ and $(m_p + 1)$ to be estimated is a model selection problem and can be solved by classical model selection criteria or by structural risk minimization (Harmening and Neuner, 2016; Harmening and Neuner, 2017). In order to obtain a linear relationship between the observations and the unknown control points $P_{ij}$, the B-spline's knots as well as its degrees are usually specified a priori. The use of cubic B-splines with $p=q=3$ is a commonly accepted choice. The determination of the knots (known as knot adjustment problem) considerably affects the estimation of the B-spline surface. Therefore, in (Bureick et al., 2016; Bureick et al., 2019) different approaches based on Monte Carlo techniques and genetic algorithms are developed with regard to B-spline curves. Both approaches show an optimal selection of knots for curve approximation. Finally, convenient surface parameters $u$ and $v$, locating the observations on the surface to be estimated, have to be a-priori allocated to the observations (Harmening and Neuner, 2016).

Hence, the workflow for the B-spline approximation of a 3D point cloud can be briefly summarized as follows: (1) pre-processing of the 3D point cloud, (2) model selection and parametrization, (3) knot vector adjustment and (4) estimation of the B-spline surface in a linear Gauß-Markov model.

### 2.2 Multiscale model-to-model cloud comparison

The multiscale model-to-model cloud comparison (M3C2) algorithm (Lague et al., 2013) establishes point-to-point correspondences for two 3D point clouds. At a first stage, the M3C2 algorithm neglects the full uncertainty budget of the 3D point clouds. The starting point of the M3C2 algorithm is the calculation of core points in one of the 3D point clouds, i.e. called reference 3D point cloud. The core points can be all points of the reference 3D point cloud or an equally spaced, subsampled 3D point cloud. Thus, the core points are calculated as the mean of all points of the original 3D point cloud in a predefined radius.

Subsequently, for each core point the normal vector is calculated by means of a plane. This plane is estimated from points in a predefined radius. Along with the plane estimation, a variance is provided which indicates the local variation of the 3D point cloud. It is noteworthy, that no distinction is possible between a variation resulting from the surface roughness and the uncertainty of the laser scanner. This local variance can be seen as a precision.
Finally, the core points are projected along the normal vector into the reference 3D point cloud and the other 3D point cloud. The difference for both 3D point clouds is indicated by the distance of both projected points.

An implementation of the M3C2 algorithm is provided by the open source freeware Cloud Compare (www.cloudcompare.org). In addition to 3D point cloud to 3D point cloud differences, CloudCompare provides significant distance changes, the standard deviation of the core points from the plane estimation as well as the density of the core points at the projection scale.

3. APPLICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY TO SELECTED NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL OBJECTS

3.1 Natural object: Characterization of plant leaves

Phenotyping, aiming to determine the external shape of a plant as well as changes due to growth or morphological adaptation, is becoming more and more important in plant breeding. The presented project deals with the spatio-temporal monitoring of cucumber plants with the objective of an automatic phenotyping in terms of the determination of leaf areas. The data basis of this project are time series of 3D point clouds, which are acquired by means of a robotic multi-sensor system as well as by means of a TLS (Paffenholz and Harmening 2014). In the first processing step, a spatial segmentation extracts the plant’s individual leaves: Initially, a pre-segmentation is performed by means of an efficient graph-based bottom-up procedure. The result provides the basis for the second step, a statistically based region merging. Afterwards, the temporal relationships between the individual spatial segmentations are established by means of a shape-matching procedure based on dynamic time warping. During this step, corresponding segments acquired at different points in time are identified via their shape. Simultaneously, over-segmentations in the spatial segmentations are corrected, see Figure 1 for a final segmentation result. Further information can be found in (Paffenholz and Harmening 2014).
Afterwards, the segmented leaves are modelled by means of B-spline surfaces, providing the basis for the subsequent leaf area determination. Table 1 opposes the computed leaf areas $A_B$ with values provided by a 3D digitizer, which is a standard, destructive working tool in plant phenotyping for determining leaf areas. By means of the manual, contact-based measuring system, thirteen characteristic leaf points are acquired, resulting into a generalized leaf model. It is known that these generalized models provide leaf areas that are about 10% too small. This behavior is clearly visible in Table 1: The B-spline based leaf area determination yields results, which are about 10% larger than the areas provided by the digitizer in case of the leaves 3, 8, 10 and 17. For the remaining three leaves the results agree very well with the digitizer’s results and, hence, are determined slightly too small as well. The reasons are incomplete acquisition of the respective leaf, cropping of boundary regions during the segmentation procedure as well as generalization of the boundary regions during the B-spline approximation. However, all leaf areas can be determined as well or even better than with the digitizer, indicating that the laborious and invasive procedure of manually digitizing the cucumber leaves can be replaced by the automatic procedure introduced in this project.

Table 1: Computed leaf areas $A_B$, acquired by means of a TLS as well as differences $\Delta A_{B,D}$ between the B-spline based leaf area determination and the digitizer results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leaf ID</th>
<th>$A_B$ [cm$^2$]</th>
<th>$\Delta A_{B,D}$ [cm$^2$]</th>
<th>$\Delta A_{B,D}/A_B$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 1: Temporal segmentation of two point clouds of the same plant. Points having the same colour belong to the same segment.
3.2 Artificial object: Loading tests on an historic railway arch bridge

The object under investigation in this case study is a historic masonry arch bridge over the river Aller near Verden (Lower Saxony, Germany). For details about the loading tests monitoring the reader is referred to (Paffenholz et al., 2018a; Paffenholz et al., 2018b; Wujanz et al., 2018a).

The 3D point cloud acquisition was carried out using a TLS of kind Zoller+Fröhlich (Z+F) IMAGER 5006 in periods of a constant load on the bridge. 3D point clouds for different load scenarios ranging from 1 MN up to 6 MN were captured and finally processed. The historic masonry arch bridge was made of circular brick arches of following dimensions: width 14 m, depth 8 m and height 4 – 6 m.

Figure 2 shows the M3C2 differences for the load scenario of 5 MN in a 30-fold graduated color scale of ±15 mm. The maximum arch displacement here is 14 mm in the immediate vicinity of the threaded rods of the load application in the area of the apex of the arch. The decrease of the deformation in the direction of the pillars and in the East direction (upwards in Figure 2) to the unloaded area of the supporting structure is clearly visible.

For the approximation of the 3D point clouds by means of a B-spline surface, some preparatory steps were performed. Firstly, a buffering is realized, aiming to reduce the 3D point cloud in the margin areas and, hence, to handle data gaps in these areas, resulting into an improved B-spline approximation. Secondly, an initial approximation by means of a projection of the 3D point cloud on a regular grid is performed. This simple gridding approach is justified due to a homogenous curvature of the arch, which is characterized by non-occurring curvature changes. Sophisticated approaches to deal with complex surfaces, like Coons Patches, are discussed by (Harmening and Neuner, 2015).
Figure 2: 3D point cloud to 3D point cloud differences (M3C2) for the load scenario of 5 MN. Clearly visible is an arch displacement of up to 14 mm (Paffenholz et al., 2018a).

Figure 3: Exemplarily vertical deformation measures for the load scenario of 5 MN. The calculations were performed by means of difference for two B-spline surfaces of the unloaded epoch and the epoch with 5 MN load. Clearly visible is an arch displacement of up to 14 mm (Paffenholz et al., 2018a).

The grid size is chosen with respect to the dimensions of the 3D point cloud of the arch. Chosen is a size of 9 m, i.e., 400 grid cells, perpendicular to the bridge centerline and 14 m, i.e., 600 grid cells, in direction of the bridge centerline. This gridding results in nearly quadratic grid cells of size 0.022 m and each cell holds a sub 3D point cloud of up to ten 3D points of the entire 3D point cloud.
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Based on the calculated B-spline surfaces, deformations of the individual epochs can be detected, exemplarily shown in Figure 3. Due to the fact that any point can be calculated for an estimated B-spline surface, the differences between two load scenarios can be easily determined. In this context, the points of the corresponding B-spline surface are calculated for each load scenario in a fixed grid of a given grid width. Thus, for each epoch, the function values of the B-spline surface are available in a grid that is uniform for all load scenarios.

When comparing the obtained deformation measurements by the M3C2 algorithm (Figure 2) and the B-spline approach (Figure 3), no considerable difference in the magnitude of vertical displacements can be found. As benefit of the B-spline approach over the M3C2 can be noted that a handling of data gaps due to occlusions in the 3D point clouds is possible. In addition, due to the parametrization of the 3D point cloud by mean of the B-spline approach the interdisciplinary data exchange is supported. Further results can also be found in (Paffenholz and Wujanz, 2019).

4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

This contribution aims to provide an overview of the 3D point cloud based spatio-temporal monitoring. The brief literature review states that this research field is quite new and still under development with solved questions and challenges to tackle. In particular the huge amount of individual 3D points in the cloud, their proper approximation and finally the statistical testing of differences in the scope of a deformation analysis are current research topics. For the statistical testing, the consideration of uncertainty information is mandatory. This can be seen as an independent research questions and is approached, e.g., by (Wujanz et al., 2018).

In our ongoing research, we will move towards natural objects and their spatio-temporal behaviour. Recently, we evaluated the quantification of soil erosion of farmland in soil erosion monitoring areas in Lower Saxony, Germany, using 3D point clouds acquired by means of a TLS. The focus is on the approximation of 3D point clouds to yield the volume of soil erosions. For first results, see (Steinhoff-Knopp et al., 2019).
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